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SINGOLO
The Singolo®, the first one-flowered orchid, is a striking appearance.
It's unique in its kind. Its extraordinary appearance is preceded
by a long-term selection and development process in Opti-flor's
delivery room. The result is a firm, compact plant with one beautiful,
large flower. This flower towers over the lower leaf and looks
wilfully into the world. Thanks to its compact character, Singolo®
only requires a small amount of space in order to feel happy and
to guarantee a long blooming period. The Singolo® will come out
well at narrow window sills or on small tables. A special effect will
be created if you put down several Singolo's® in small groups.
Also in small spaces. The little Singolo® is therefore a nice and
practical gift idea.

ROU N D C ER AM I C

TIGHT CER A MIC

SIN G OLO

SIN G O LO

colour: in consultation
height of ceramic: 11 cm
diameter of ceramic: 11 cm
container: dc 4 x 6 x 4
packing: cardboard tray

colour: in consultation
height of ceramic: 10,5 cm
diameter of ceramic: 10 cm
container: dc 4 x 6 x 4
packing: cardboard tray

colour ceramic: mix colours

colour ceramic: mix colours
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The Singolo®, the first one-flowered orchid, is a striking appearance.
It's unique in its kind. Its extraordinary appearance is preceded
by a long-term selection and development process in Opti-flor's
delivery room. The result is a firm, compact plant with one beautiful,
large flower. This flower towers over the lower leaf and looks
wilfully into the world. Thanks to its compact character, Singolo®
only requires a small amount of space in order to feel happy and
to guarantee a long blooming period. The Singolo® will come out
well at narrow window sills or on small tables. A special effect will
be created if you put down several Singolo's® in small groups.
Also in small spaces. The little Singolo® is therefore a nice and
practical gift idea.

AQUO CER A MIC
SIN G O LO
colour: in consultation
height of ceramic: 13,5 cm
diameter of ceramic: 12 cm
container: dc 4 x 6 x 4
packing: cardboard tray
colour ceramic: mix colours
sales manager: René van Santen
T: +31 (0)174 705 111
E: renevansanten@optiflor.nl
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